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ABSTRACT 

We present a new class of synthetic acceleration methods which can be applied to transport 
calculations regardless of geometry, discretization scheme, or mesh shape. Unlike other synthetic 
acceleration methods which base their acceleration on PI equations, these methods use acceleration 
equations obtained by projecting the transport solution onto a coarse angular mesh only on cell 
boundaries. We demonstrate, via Fourier analysis of a simple model problem as well as numerical 
calculations of various problems, that the simplest of these methods are unconditionally stable with 
spectral radius S c/3 (c being the scattering ratio), for several different discretization schemes in slab 
geometry. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The numerical solution procedure for realistic neutral-particle transport problems is necessarily 
iterative; most methods in use today iterate on the scattering source1"4. It is well understood that an 
unaccelerated scattering-source iteration can converge arbitrarily slowly: for model (infinite medium, 
constant cross-section, constant mesh spacing, isotropic scattering) problems the spectral radius is c, 
the scattering ratio, which can be arbitrarily close to unity5. Hence, many techniques for accelerating 
this iteration have been proposed5"21. Each of these methods involves, within each full iteration, a 
fixed-source transport calculation followed by an "acceleration" calculation designed to improve the 
transport result. The methods which have been most successful make use of a "low-order" 
approximation to the transport equation (such as the diffusion equation) in their acceleration 
calculations; these are called synthetic acceleration methods5'8'9"21. 

The idea behind synthetic acceleration can be explained as follows. Given an equation of the 
form 

[A-B]f = s, (1) 
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where it is difficult to invert [A - B] but relatively easy to invert A, we might try the iterative scheme 

fw = Mf< + A-is, (2) 

where M = A"*B and / is the iteration index. The eigenvalues of M determine the convergence 
properties of this iteration. In particular, if the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue (the "spectral 
radius") is less than unity the iteration will converge regardless of the starting guess; otherwise, it will 
not 

If we denote the converged solution as f (no superscript), then it is easy to show that 

[A-B](f - f'*1) = B(fW - f<). (3) 

That is, the converged solution f is obtainable at any time (if one is willing to invert [A - B]) given 
only the knowledge of two successive iterates. Of course, we are not interested in inverting [A-B], 
but suppose there exists a "low-order" approximation, L, to the "high-order" operator [A - B], with L 
easily invertible. Then eqns. (2) and (3) suggest the following iteration scheme: 

{Ma = M f + A-'s, (4a) 
L(fW - fWfl) = B(f'+'« - f 0- (4b) 

This is synthetic acceleration6-8. The logic is simple: if L is "close" to [A - B], then f M should be 
"close" to the converged solution f. 

Synthetic acceleration of transport iterations was first proposed by Kopp6 in 1963, who used the 
diffusion equation as his low-order approximation to the transport equation. In this case eqns. (4) 
become 

[Q»V + o-J\)/'+>/2 = astof + q, (5a) 

[_V.DV + c y j ^ i - ^ i f l ) = cs(<t)0'+W-<!>o') (5b) 

Kopp's work, which was limited to the continuous slab-geometry equations, was extended and 
applied to the discretized Sfsj equations by Gelbard and Hageman7, who found that the synthetic 
method worked well in XY geometry for small meshes but reported no numerical results for large 
meshes. Reed8 later showed that, given the diamond-differenced transport equation and a centrally-
differenced diffusion equation, the synthetic iteration could diverge for meshes larger than about 1.2 
mean-free paths (mfp's). 

Alcouffe recognized in the mid-1970s that the reason for this instability was an inconsistency in 
the differencing of the transport and diffusion equations; through careful "consistent" differencing of 
the diffusion equation he was able to construct a diffusion-synthetic acceleration (DSA) technique for 
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the diamond-differenced transport equation that was stable for all mesh sizes, with spectral radius less 
than 0.23c for a simple model problem5-10. Alcouffe actually created three different DSA schemes, 
two of which are always nonlinear, the third being nonlinear in general but linear for some problems 
(such as the model problem)10. The nonlinearities arise because some parameters in Alcouffe's 
acceleration equations require division by fluxes from the most recent transport calculation. This 
forces the use of a negative-flux fixup, for negative or zero fluxes could be disastrous; however, if 
too many fixups are used the iteration diverges — the fixups effectively alter the transport differencing 
scheme, making it inconsistent with the acceleration equations15. 

Conceptually, Alcouffe's method can be applied to any transport differencing scheme regardless 
of geometry or mesh shape. At this point, however, it has not been attempted on a non-orthogonal 
mesh22; further, an extension to the linear characteristic differencing scheme produced a method which 
was unstable for large meshes22-23. Thus, it is not yet clear whether the method is generally useful for 
non-diamond differencing and/or non-orthogonal meshes. 

In the early 1980s, Larsen extended Alcouffe's reasoning and created a "four-step procedure" 
whereby one could derive, beginning with virtually any differencing of the transport equation, a 
consistently-differenced set of linear PI acceleration equations which yielded spectral radii less than 
c/3 (for the model problem in slab geometry)5-14-15. Larsen's scheme can be applied to virtually any 
transport differencing scheme, apparently without regard to geometry or mesh shape; in these regards 
it represents a significant advance over the earlier nonlinear methods. However, the PI acceleration 
equations are in general algebraically complicated — it has yet to be shown that they can be solved 
efficiently enough to warrant their use5 — whereas the diffusion equation used by Alcouffe's nonlinear 
DSA method is amenable to solution by a very efficient multigrid scheme. 

Recently Khalil presented a nodal DSA method whereby nodally-differenced transport iterations 
can be accelerated by nodally-differenced diffusion equations17. Khalil's acceleration equations appear 
to have the same form as Larsen's, but his method differs from that of Larsen in the way that those 
equations are derived24. While it appears that Khalil's method is rapidly convergent, his acceleration 
equations may be just as difficult to solve efficiently, in general, as are Larsen's. 

In summary, no acceleration technique developed to date has been shown to possess all of the 
following desired properties: 

1) Unconditional stability and rapid convergence (i.e., spectral radius 
significantly less than unity for all mesh sizes), 

2) Generality with respsct to geometry, 
3) Generality with respect to discretization scheme, 
4) Generality with respect to mesh shape, 
5) Easily-solved low-order equation, 
6) Accelerated solution equal to unaccelerated solution. 

Alcouffe's nonlinear DSA apparently possesses properties 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; property 1 has been 
shown only for diamond differencing on an orthogonal mesh when fixups do not overwhelm the 
method. Larsen's 4-step DSA appears to have all properties except 5, which is of course crucial. 
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Khalil's nodal DSA appears to possess the same properties as Larsen's method, although 2, 3, and 4 
are not certain24. (We note that further research into these acceleration methods may eliminate some of 
the drawbacks listed here.) Property 6, which all true acceleration methods possess, has been 
included to distinguish the methods discussed in this paper from a related class of rapidly-convergent 
schemes (not true acceleration techniques) which have been called "projected discrete-ordinates" 
methods25. 

As a step toward fulfilling all six of the above criteria, we present here a class of synthetic 
acceleration methods for transport calculations which differs from earlier methods in the choice of a 
low-order operator. Instead of using PI or diffusion equations, we derive (beginning with the 
discretized transport equation) acceleration equations by projecting the transport solution onto a coarse 
angular mesh only on cell boundaries. We refer to methods generated in this manner as "boundary-
projection acceleration" (BPA) methods. We note that Lawrence, working independently, has 
developed a BPA method which he calls "interface-current synthetic acceleration" (ICSA)19; he has 
obtained promising numerical results with a variety of transport differencing schemes in slab 
geometry, and with various nodal transport schemes in XY and XYZ geometries. 

We show here that BPA methods can be applied regardless of geometry, discretization, or mesh 
shape (properties 2,3, and 4). We also show, via numerical results as well as Fourier analyses of the 
model problem, that in slab geometry the BPA methods are unconditionally stable and rapidly 
convergent (property 1), with the simplest method having a spectral radius £ c/3. (This is true only if 
the projection is done properly.) We argue that similar results can be expected in other geometries, 
although the acceleration equations may be necessarily .more complicated. The remaining question is 
the ease of solution of the acceleration equations (property 5); we show that die acceleration equations 
are easily put into a form convenient for iteration on interface quantities, but the question of how 
efficiendy this iteration can be performed is left for further research. 

In section n we give a general-geometry, general-discretization, general-mesh, 4-step derivation 
of a fairly general BPA method, borrowing the philosophy and terminology of Larsen's 4-step DSA 
procedure. (This derivation serves as our proof that die mediod possesses properties 2, 3, and 4.) In 
section III we present details of the slab-geometry implementation of the method, paying close 
attention to the crucial projection step. Section IV contains results from slab-geometry model-problem 
Fourier analyses of weighted-diamond, linear discontinuous, and linear moments discrete-ordinates 
transport schemes accelerated by a few simple BPA methods; numerical results verifying die analyses 
are also presented. We draw conclusions in section V, noting areas that need further study. 

H. GENERAL DERIVATION 

As mentioned above, the basic idea behind synthetic acceleration is the use of a "low-order" 
equation to accelerate die convergence of a "high-order" iteration. With DSA schemes, high-order 
means transport and low-order means PI or diffusion. Equivalently, high-order means fine-mesh in 
angle and low-order means coarse-mesh (linearly anisotropic) in angle. With die BPA schemes 



described here, high-order also means fine-mesh in angle and low-order also means coarse-mesh in 
angle, but the coarse angular mesh of the low-order equation is imposed only on cell boundaries. 
Furthermore, the coarse mesh is not restricted to the PI space, but is left to the imagination. 

We begin our derivation of the BPA method with the discretized within-group transport equation 
(assuming isotropic scattering, for simplicity) written in the following form: 

KJ+m = V&t + Tb')|G1I/*W + 5 v,i (6a) 

W * t a = R v' 'k. J + Rb'Jtfm.^"2 + 5b.i (6b) 

where (Ĵ - = vector of scalar flux unknowns in the interior of cell/, 
3&i(out).; = vector of incoming (outgoing) angular fluxes on the 

boundary of cell i, 
S„j = contribution from the external, fission, and inscatter sources 

to the scalar flux in the interior of cell i, 
Sbi = contribution from the external, fission, and inscatter sources 

to the outgoing angular flux on the boundary of cell i, 
Rv' = matrix giving the first-flight contribution to the outgoing 

angular flux due to within-group scattering in cell i, 
Rb' = matrix giving the first-flight contribution to the outgoing 

angular flux due to the incoming flux on the boundary of cell i, 
T v

; = matrix giving the first-flight contribution to the scalar flux 
in cell i due to within-group scattering in cell i, 

T b ' = matrix giving the first-flight contribution to the scalar flux 
in cell i due to the incoming flux on the boundary of cell i, 

with / the iteration index. With the exception of nonlinear schemes such as the exponential method26, 
almost any transport discretization in any geometry (regardless of mesh shape) can be written in this 
form — it is simply a statement of linearity. 

We proceed by defining a coarse mesh and creating projection matrices which take us back and 
forth between fine- and coarse-mesh function spaces: 

P'ff^c = coarse-to-fine "projection" matrix for the incoming boundary of cell i; 
gives a fine-mesh representation of the coarse-mesh flux, 

P'c<_ f = fine-to-coarse projection matrix for the outgoing boundary of cell i; 
projects the fine-mesh flux onto the coarse mesh. 

We define coarse-mesh boundary fluxes and an incoming "residual" as follows: 
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IoUt,/+ 1 / 2 = vector containing coarse-mesh outgoing flux unknowns, cell i 

= P*«-f W + 1 / 2 (7a) 

Uka,?*112 = incoming flux "residual" 
= W + W - Pfe-cW* 1 0 (7b) 

With these definitions, we are ready to proceed with a four-step BPA procedure which is much like 
Larsen's four-step DSA procedure. 

Step 1 - Project onto coarse mesh. We replace Hfiiu'+"2 >" e1 ns- (6a) and (6b) using the 
definition eqn. (7b), then operate on eqn. (6b) with P'cs_f, obtaining: 

<W+1/2 = V&t + T b ' [ P ' f K y ^ + f c M f l j + fcj (ga) 

W * i a = P'c^-fRv'io/ + P»- fRb i [P i f r*W f V 2 + 3 iW + i y 2 l + PVriw W 

Step 2 - Define acceleration equations. We change all iteration indices, except that of the 
incoming residual, to /+1: 

a™*-1 = TV&M + T y p V c k / r i + w + 1 / 2 ] + a»j (9a) 

W * 1 = P'«-fR»f4o«w + P«-iRb'tP'ft-cW1 + W - 1 0 ! + p'c<-fSb,i (9b) 

Step 3 - Subtract unaccelerated equations from accelerated equations: 

fo,J+1 = V %?*-&?) + TVFft^lfc/ri (10a) 

W " 1 = P '«- fRv ' ( f to . J f l -W) + P ;c.-fRb''P''f<-cW + 1 dOb) 

where £,/+> = ^ M - &J+W 
iiin(out),i ~ *in(out),j *Lin(out),i 

Step 4 — Manipulate the acceleration equations (10) into a form convenient for solution. First we 
rewrite (10a) as follows: 

£,*•! = u-vrHv^1'2 + Tb'P'^b^i), (ii) 

where we have defined §&ol

M'2 = & , J + 1 ' 2 - &,/ and noted that &,/+ l -&,/ =fo/ + 1 +§&oi

l+1'2. Next 
we insert eqn. (11) into eqn. (10b) to obtain: 
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W + 1 = M„,-bin./*1 + M^iS^jWfl (12) 

where M w = P'„_f Rfc'P'f-c + P'c-fRv1'P-TV']"^b'!«,•«_ 
Mv,,- = P'«-f Rv'' + P'«-f Rv' P - TV ]- !T v ' 

Equation (12) is amenable to solution via iteration on the interface quantities bi„(out); upon convergence 
of this iteration, equation (11) can be used to obtain the cell-interior quantities £, which are then used to 
update the scalar fluxes for the next iteration. 

Implicit in the above derivation is the assumption that the coarse-mesh function space at any point 
on a cell boundary can be separated into two distinct half-spaces. That is, the coarse-mesh unknowns 
are clearly divided at cell boundaries into an "incoming" set which depends only on incoming angular 
fluxes and an "outgoing" set which depends only on outgoing fluxes. This assumption precludes the 
use of the PI function space, for example, because the PI unknowns are full-range integrals of the 
angular flux. We stress that this assumption is not necessary for the implementation of the BPA 
method; it merely simplifies the derivation a bit. Curious readers may see the fully general derivation 
in the appendix. 

We have thus far ignored the details of the crucial projection matrices as well as the economics of 
solving the acceleration equations (11) and (12). We have also ignored an even more fundamental 
question: will the Bf A methods work? The question of projections will be addressed in the next 
section; the question of economics will be discussed briefly in Section V, but essentially left as an area 
for further research. The question of how well the BPA methods work is answered, for slab 
geometry, in Section IV. 

IH. IMPLEMENTATION IN SLAB GEOMETRY 

The BPA equations, derived above for the general case, will be developed here in detail for the 
diamond-differenced discrete-ordinates transport equation with isotropic scattering in slab geometry, 
which is written: 

^ - ( V m ; + i / 2 W ' 2 - ¥ m M / 2 ' + 1 / 2 ) + <SiVm,J+m = <** <t>o/ + q™ (13a) 

1 
W + 1 / 2 = -2-(Vm.+l/2/+1/2 + Vm:V + 1 / 2) (13b) 

M 

KJ+m = 2 w . v „ * w (13c) 
m=l 

where the notation is standard. We can rewrite eqns. (13) as follows: 



AX, 

Vm

M/2 = 4 - ^ m o u ^ " 2 + V™,/ + , / 2) ( 1 4 b ) 

M 
<J>o/+1« = 2 w . W « (14c) 

m=I 

where f Vmi+1/2M / 2. An>0, 
\ir . '+1/2 = •{ 

I Vm,-l/2' + 1 / 2.ttn<0, 

Vm,-l/2' + 1 / 2.ttn>0, 

¥mi + l /2 ' + I / 2 .^m<0. 

11/ . ./+1/2 Tmin.i 

Equations (14) arc easily manipulated into the form used above in our general derivation: 

<J>o/+1/2 = V*J + T V W + " 2 + sw (15a) 

VUuMa = R»'W + R b ' W + I / 2 + Sw (15b) 

where 

T v < = c ; j w m (Tv« is a 1 x 1 matrix), 
m=l z enu 

2w„, 

2~Te„ [Tb'lijn = T - T T (Tb'' >s a 1 x M matrix), 

1 M Emiflm 

[Rv']m,l = ^ (Rv' is an M x 1 matrix), 

2+iI flWUm = -, , „ (Rb' is a diagonal MxM matrix), 

£mi T"J~ 
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C; = Osi A* ; . 

Before deriving acceleration equations from eqns. (15), we must choose the coarse angular 
mesh, which we will impose at cell boundaries, and create projection matrices. For our first example 
we choose a "double-Po" (DPO) approximation - in the low-order equations the angular flux on cell 
boundaries is represented by a constant in each angular half-space: 

[ hMW J" >0 W W = (16) 
( J-i+i/2. / * < 0 

Our next task is to determine projection matrices Pc<_f and Pf̂ ,. which will connect the coarse-
and fine-mesh function spaces as follows: 

J+i+I/2 = 2 flVdl.mVnii+l/2 ( 1 7 a ) 

Ymi+l/2 = PVJm.1 J+i+I/2 + Yiajiw+1 . An > 0 (17b) 
(Analagous relations hold for ^ < 0.) We consider first the coarse-to-fine projection. Since the 
coarse-mesh flux is a constant in each half-space, it makes sense to let the coarse-to-fine projection of 
that flux be the same constant. That is, we choose: 

[Pft-Jm.1 = 1. Mn>0, (18) 

The fine-to-coarse projection is also fairly straightforward. We simply pick some characteristic of the 
fine-mesh flux which we think is important, and require the coarse-mesh projection to preserve that 
characteristic. For example, if we think partial currents are important we will require: 

2 w A l f 2 ' [Pw-dunYmi+lf l l = 2 WmAnk Vnu+1/2 (19) 

with k=l. This implies that 

w mi u m l c 

P e t - d u n = " ^ . rtn > 0 - (20) 

again with k=l. If on the other hand we believe half-range fluxes are more important than half-range 
currents, we can choose k=0 in equations (19) and (20), giving a different projection matrix and 
therefore a different acceleration method. 

Once we have chosen the projection matrices we are ready to proceed with the 4-step procedure 
described in Section II. Step 1 involves die actual projection, which gives eqns. (8). Step 2, defining 
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acceleration equations, gives eqns. (9). Step 3, subtracting the accelerated equations from the 
unaccelerated equations, gives 

f j+i TV«}>o/+1-<!>o/) + [Tb 'P ' f^JW^ (21a) 

where 

W + 1 = [ P V f R v ' K ^ ' - y + [P 'c^fRb'PVJW* 1 

f o . i + 1 = < t> 0 I

J + 1 - < t>o i ' + 1 / 2 -

W + 1 • B W l ' b - M / 2 w ] t . 

b t w B ' + 1 • I±.MnM ~ I± . ,W + 1 / 2 , 

(21b) 

TV 
M Em/ 

C; V W m — , 

nv'PkJ = 
2 w m 2 w m 

nv'PkJ = 
. ^ 0 2 + emi'^<0 2 + e mi . » 

[Pc f̂Ry]'' = . «+ ,Jo 2 + e^ ' a _ ^ < 0 2 + emi. 

t 
» 

[PVfRb''P''f<-J = diag 
C; w a lrt nk(2-em i) C; Wj t t /P-E , , 

. a+ i ^ 2 + £„,,- a _ /%<(> 2 + S^ 

a = 2w 'nW1 . 

It is a simple matter to eliminate foi from equations (21) to obtain an equation for the interface quantities 
bin/ouu ( s e e equation (12)). In slab geometry, the resulting system can be put into tridiagonal form 
which can be efficiently solved by LU decomposition with forward and back substitution; this was the 
method used to generate the numerical results shown in the next section. 

As a second example, we choose "double-Pi" (DPI) for our coarse-mesh function space. That 
is, in the low-order equations the angular flux on cell boundaries is represented by a linear function in 
each angular half-space: 
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, W l / 2 P 0 ( 2 A n - D + J ^ w f l P i a f t n - l ) , Hm>0 
J,>l/2(rtn) = (22) 

Jo-, +l/2Po(2rtn+D + Jl- , i + I /2Pl(2t t n +l) , rtr,<0 

where Pn(x) is the nth Legendre polynomial. 
Our next task is to determine projection matrices PC4_f and P f,_c which will connect the coarse-

and fine-mesh function spaces as follows-

k+i+in = ^JPc<-fh,mVmi+l/2 (23a) 
Pm> 0 

Jl«>l/2 = 2 [Pc-fkmVmi+W (23b) 

Vmi+!/2 - \Pl(-Jm.l Wri /2 + P V c W Jl+i+1/2 + Vras.m.i+1 . rtn > 0 (23c) 

(Analagous relations hold for ^ < 0.) Again we choose a simple form for the coarse-to-fine matrix 
Pf«_c, based on eqns. (22) and (23c): 

[Pfc-Jm.1 = Po(2rtn-D. ttn>0, (24a) 
PVJm.2 = Pl(2rtn-D. rtn>0. (24b) 

The fine-to-coarse projection P f <_0 is obtained, as it was in the DPO case, by choosing some 
important characteristics of the fine-mesh flux and requiring that the coarse-mesh flux retain them. For 
example, if we believe that half-range angular moments are important we might require: 

Z n w n t t l k(j)j ; + I / 2 ( t t i ) = S w ^ l f e i f l , j = l a n d 2 , (25a) 

vhere J i + 1 / 2(rti) = Wi/2Po(2ft . - l ) + J1+.1+1/2 Pi<2rti - D . rt.>0, (25b) 

with k(j) determining which half-range moments are to be preserved under the projection. (For 
example, if we think it best to preserve half-range currents and fluxes, we can let k(l) = 0 and k(2) = 
1. If we prefer odd half-range moments, we let k(l) = 1 and k(2) = 3.) Equations (25) can be 
compacdy written as follows: 

Alti+ia = ^ilUi+ia , (26) 

where A=, = J ^ w ^ O ) ^ ^ - 1 ) (a 2 x 2 matrix), 

B j m = w ^ C i ) , ^pO (a2xrMy2]matrix), 
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I+i+1/2 ~ [ J0+,i+l/2 ' h+,M/2 ]l . 

TJf+,+1/2 = C0l[ V m I > I / 2 ] , rtn>0. 

This implies that 

[P«-&» = [ A " ' B ] f» ' J = 1 OT 2 ' K» > °- ( 2 7 ) 

Once the projection matrices Pc<_f and P ^ are determined, we proceed with the four-step 
procedure to arrive at low-order equations for the interface quantities hi+\a exactly as before. 

To summarize, projection matrices are obtained by first deciding how many unknowns will be 
used to describe the coarse-mesh angular flux (i.e., determining the coarse-mesh function space), then 
stating mathematically which characteristics of the fine-mesh (high-order) flux will be retained by the 
coarse-mesh (low-order) flux. The success of the resulting acceleration scheme will depend on how 
well the low-order equations approximate the high-order equations, which in turn depends on which 
characteristics are "preserved" by the projections. 

IV. SLAB GEOMETRY ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS i 

Thus far we have demonstrated that "acceleration" equations can be derived, for virtually any 
transport differencing scheme regardless of geometry or mesh shape, by using a "coarse-mesh" 
angular flux approximation on cell boundaries. We have given the details of this derivation for two 
particular cases. However, we have yet to show that the "acceleration" equations so derived will 
actually accelerate the transport iteration. 

In this section we present results from a Fourier analysis of a simple model problem (infinite 
medium, constant mesh spacing, constant cross section, isotropic scattering) for various discretization 
schemes and two different BPA methods. The Fourier analysis method is taken from Larsen5, 
although die procedural details used here are somewhat different (and considerably simpler). We also 
present numerical results from a model-like problem which confirm the predictions of the analysis. 
Finally, we present numerical results from a non-model-like problem which agree with the observation 
made by previous researchers: despite the fact that the analysis is rigorously valid only for the model 
problem, its predictions appear to hold for all problems14-15. 

A. Fourier Analysis 
We begin with the discretized transport equation (6), rewritten here for slab geometry in a 

slightly different form: 

2lf«+l/2/+1/2 = Rv+k/ + Rb+^«-i«' + 1 / 2 + SM (28b) 
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JILw/^W = Rv-<feo,J + Rb-JK-.+l/2'+1/2 + Sb-i (28c) 

where we have separated the boundary angular fluxes into right-directed ('+' subscript) and left-
directed ('-' subscript) vectors, and split the matrices accordingly. (Note that if we assume material 
properties are constant, as will be necessary for our model problem analysis, we may write the T and 
R matrices without cell indices i.) Equations (28) hold for virtually any slab-geometry transport 
differencing scheme, and the same will be true of the Fourier analysis performed here. 

Given eqns. (28) as our starting point, the first 3 steps of our 4-step BPA procedure will give the 
following: 

U+l = TvCfc^i - W ) + nWPfr-«Jilw-iflw + nTb-'Pfc-c-'lllW*1 (29a) 

fctW1 = [Pc^RvJGtW'* 1 -AwO + Pc<-f +Rb +Pf <-c +]i!«-!/2M (29b) 

h-i-mM = [Pc-f-Rv-]Gfeo,J+l - k i O + [Pc^-f-Rb-Pfc-oJiLiW1 (29c) 

where fi/n = fij* - fc^W . 

To begin the analysis, we propose the following Fourier ansatz: , 

<&»J+m -&>tm) = a ' A e M , / s i l , (30a) 

(Sl±i*iaMIZ ~ Jfe+1/2W/2) = 0)'a i :e/^i+i/2 , (30b) 

(&,? - W _ 1 ) = Wfieto , (30c) 

<h±i+m

M - fet^iflO = W&eto+w , (30d) 

Our objective is to find an expression for the eigenvalue 0) as a function of die Fourier parameter X. If 
we subtract successive iterates of eqns. (28) and introduce our ansatz into the result, we obtain 

A = TVB + T^a+e- ;^ 2 + TVa.e/W 2 , (31a) 

a+eAW2 = R ^ B + R b + a < .e- . ' W 2 , (31b) 

a_e->U l ' 2 = R V _B. + Rb.a.e'W 2 , (31c) 

where h is the (constant) mesh spacingx^i^-x,-_i/2- These equations are easily solved for A.: 

A = XB (32) 

where X = {T v + Tb +[el - RbJ-iRv+ + T,J H-RU" 1 Rv- )• 
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e = e /Ah j 

e = c-J^1. 

Similarly, if we subtract successive iterates of eqns. (29) and insert the ansatz we obtain 

(coB-A) = T v « a - l ) f i + rr^Pft^JjUer^fl + [T^.Pft^Jd.tf»« , (33a) 

d + e/W2 = [p c )_ f + R V + ] (co - 1) B + [P c _ f + R b + P l V c + ] d + <rJW2 , (3 3 b) 

d_e-;W2 = [P c_ f_R v_](co-l)fi + [P„_f_Rb-Pf-cJd-e/»>/2 , ( 3 3 c ) 

which is easily manipulated to yield: 

(coB-A) = (co- l )ZB, (34) 

where Z = (T v + [T^ P f M + ][eI - (P„_ f+ R^ Pf-cJ]- 1 [P c _ f + R V J 

+ IT b_P f c_J[ 3 - (P„_ f_R^P f M_)]-i [P„_f_Rv_] }. 

Substituting equation (32) into equation (34) gives our desired result: 

[ I - Z l ^ t X - Z j B = coB. (35) 

That is, co'is actually the set of eigenvalues of the matrix [I - Z]"^[X - Z]. Note that the matrices Z 
and X, and hence the eigenvalues co, depend on the parameter G = Xh. 

We have written a computer code which performs the above analysis for virtually arbitrary spatial 
discretization schemes for the (slab-geometry) discrete-ordinates transport equation. For any given 
value of h and any given quadrature, the code performs a search, over all 9 6 (0,2;r,) and all c e [0,1), 
for the maximum eigenvalue, which is termed the spectral radius for that mesh size and quadrature. 
The code accepts from a subroutine the "T" and "R" matrices which appear in the above formulas; the 
projection matrices P c <_ f and Pf^ are provided by another subroutine. Thus, performing the analysis 
for a given spatial discretization simply involves plugging in the subroutine which gives the "T" and 
"R" matrices for that discretization. Likewise, performing the analysis for any particular BPA scheme 
simply involves plugging in the appropriate projection-matrix subroutine. 

We have performed this analysis for the diamond differencing27 (DD), step differencing14 (SD), 
linear discontinuous27 (LD), and linear moments28 (LM) spatial discretization schemes, for both the 
"double-Pg" (DPO) and "double-Pi" (DPI) acceleration methods which were described in Section m. 
The results are summarized in Tables I and II and Figures I-IV. Table I gives the maximum value of 
co/c over all h e (0,~), c s [0,1), and 9 e (0,2jt), as a function of quadrature order, for three 
different DPO projections. (Standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature sets were used.) Table II gives the 
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same information for four different DPI projections, for standard quadratures (SJVJ) as well as 
"double" quadratures (DS^)- For every method, every mesh size, and every quadrature, the 
maximum value of avfc occurred at c=l. 

The first DPO method shown in Table I preserves half-range fluxes (i.e., the weighting function 
in each half-range integral was ff = 1); the second preserves partial currents (weighting function = 
//'); the third preserves a combination of half-range first and second moments (weighting function = 
H + V3»/*2)- It is clear that the method chosen for projection makes a significant difference: the Oth-
moment method is unstable, the first-moment method gives CO < c/3, and the combination method 
gives co < 0.2247c for all but the DD discretization. This serves to illustrate two points. First, the 
BPA method is quite flexible - even after the coarse angular mesh is chosen, there is an unlimited 
variety of projections which can be used to produce low-order equations. Second, it is probably not 
possible to produce the optimal projection by inspection or intuition; instead, we must experiment a bit 
(here the Fourier analysis is an invaluable tool). (Incidentally, the 'combination' method arose from 
requiring that the DPO acceleration perform exactly like DSA in the fine-mesh limit.) 

Table I. Spectral Radius of Simpfe Slab-Geometry DPO Schemes as a 
Function of Quadrature Order: Various Projections. 

Quad
rature 

Half-range moment preserved (weighing function) 
Quad
rature 0th (1.0) 1st (u) Combination (u, + V3 (l 2) Quad
rature 

LD,LM,andSD DD LD, LM, and SD DD LD,LM,andSD DD 

S2 
S4 
S8 

S16 
S32 

0 
.7974 
1.918 
3.373 
5.163 

0 
.7974 
1.918 
3.373 
5.163 

0 
.2268 
.3031 
.3253 
.3313 

0 
.2268 
.3031 
.3253 
.3313 

0 
.1848 
.2224 
.2247 
.2247 

0 
.331 
.399 
.417 
.421 

The DPI methods (Table H) have two low-order angular unknowns per half-space; hence two 
"characteristics" of the fine-mesh flux can be "preserved". We again chose half-range moments, and 
experimented with four different combinations: 0th and 1st, 0th and 2nd, 1st and 2nd, and 1st and 
3rd. Again, the method of projection (i.e., the chosen combination of moments) makes a difference in 
performance, although all four methods appear to be stable and rapidly convergent. 

Figures I-IV give p = (co/c)raax, vs. mesh size for the LD, LM, SD, and DD discretizations. Each 
figure has analysis results from Larsen's DSA scheme, a DPO method, and a DPI method. Also, 
Figure I contains numerical estimates of the spectral radius from a model-like problem (see Section B 
below). All curves are for the Sj6 quadrature. The most striking feature of the BPA curves is that, 
with the exception of the anomalous diamond-differenced (DD) case, the spectral radius monotonically 
decreases with increasing mesh size. Intuitively, this is understandable since the low-order 
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approximation takes place only on cell boundaries, and as the boundaries get farther apart they become 
relatively less important. For example, as the mesh size increases the exiting flux from a region 
depends more and more on the interior source and less on streaming from the opposite boundary. The 
DD behavior is explainable by noting that for large meshes, "streaming" from the opposite boundary 
begins to dominate rather than die out (the surface-to-surface transfer coefficients approach -1 instead 
ofO). 

Table II. Spectral Radius of Simple Slab-Geometry DPI Schemes as a 
Function of Quadrature Order: Various Projections. 

Quad
rature 

Half-range moments preserved (weigning functions) 
Quad
rature Oth, 1st (1.0, n) Oth, 2nd (1.0, u 2 ) 1st, 2nd (u. H2) 1st, 3rd (u, H3) Quad
rature 

LD, LM, SD DD LD, LM, SD DD LD, LM, SD DD LD, LM, SD DD 

S4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S6 .0063 .0100 .0120 .0166 .0100 .043 .0166 .063 
S8 .0151 .0215 .0268 .0320 .0215 .073 .0320 .095 

S16 .0431 .0460 .0689 .0689 .0460 .111 .0586 .130 
S32 .0700 .0700 .1068 .1068 .0550 .121 .0657 .140 

DS2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DS3 .0348 .0503 .0616 .0666 .0503 .125 .0666 .143 
DS4 .0624 .0609 .0987 .0987 .0609 .125 .0730 .143 
DS8 .1047 • .1047 .1546 .1546 .0551 .125 .0654 .143 
DS16 .1324 .1324 .1943 .1943 .0553 .125 .0656 .143 
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Spectral Radius vs. Mesh Size, SD, S-16. 
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B. Numerical Results 
Calculations were performed on a model-like problem (80 mean-free path homogeneous 

slab with vacuum boundaries, c=l, constant cross-sections, isotropic scattering, source = 1 in some 
meshes and 0 in others) in an attempt to verify that die Fourier analysis described above had been 
coded correctly. The DPO BPA method was used to accelerate an LD discrete-ordinates code, and the 
following spectral radius estimate was calculated at each iteradon: 

Hk'-iiso'-'llz 

where II II2 indicates the Lj norm: 

llfll2 = [Lf2]m 

7 

(36) 

(37) 

Results from this numerical estimate of the spectral radius are plotted along with the analysis 
predictions in Figure I. Agreement is good, leading us to conclude that the analysis was performed 
and encoded correctly. 

Since the analysis is strictly valid only for the model problem, we have also performed numerical 
calculations (and p estimates) using a number of non-model-like problems. One of these is shown in 
Figure V, and the results are summarized in Table HT. In each case the numerically-estimated spectral 
radius is lower than that predicted by the analysis; the same has been observed on many other 
problems not shown here. Moreover, this has been observed by other researchers using different 
numerical methods: the predictions of the model-problem analysis are remarkably accurate even for 
complicated problems with varying mesh widths and cross-sections14'15. Finally, we note that 
numerical results obtained by Lawrence, using his DPO method (a partial-current preserver) with the 
DD and LM schemes, are in agreement with the observations made here19. 
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Figure V. Reed's Problem 
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Table HI. Numerical Estimates ofSpectral Radius vs. Mesh Size: Feed's Problem 

Mesh Size, cm (mfp) Iterations 
to 10-6 

Estimated 
Spec. Radius Black Grey Vacuum Source Scattering 

Iterations 
to 10-6 

Estimated 
Spec. Radius 

1.0(50) 
0.5 (25) 
0.2 (10) 
0.2 (10) 

1.0(5) 
0.5 (2.5) 
0.2 (1.0) 
0.2(1.0) 

2.0 (0) 
2.0 (0) 
2.0 (0) 
2.0 (0) 

1.0 (1.0) 
1.0 (1.0) 
0.5 (0.5) 
0.1 (0.1) 

1.0 (1.0) 
1.0 (1.0) 
0.5 (0.5) 
1.0 (1.0) 

5 
5 
6 
8 

0.06 
0.06 
0.08 
0.13 

V. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

A class of synthetic acceleration methods has been presented which obtains low-order equations 
by projecting the transport angular flux onto a coarse mesh only on cell boundaries. The ultimate 
objective of our work is to find an acceleration method which 

1) gives unconditional rapid convergence, 
2) can be used regardless of geometry, mesh shape, or discretization scheme, 
3) has easily-solved low-order equations, and 
4) gives a converged solution identical to the unaccelerated solution. 

We have shown that the new BPA methods are general with respect to geometry, mesh shape, 
and discretization scheme, and that they give a solution identical to the unaccelerated solution. The 
question of rapid convergence has been answered affirmatively, but only for slab geometry, in which 
the simplest BPA method (DPO) was shown to give a spectral radius (p) bounded by c/3. We have 
presented no results in higher geometries; however, we can argue that there exist BPA methods such 
that unconditional rapid convergence can be attained in any geometry. As a trivial example, note that 
immediate convergence (p=0) is obtained by using a "coarse" angular mesh which is identical to the 
transport angular mesh. 
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The remaining question is whether the low-order equations of a rapidly-convergent BPA method 
can be solved efficiently. The equations are easily put into a form amenable to solution via iteration on 
interface unknowns, but two things remain to be shown. First, the iteration on the low-order interface 
unknowns must be shown to converge reasonably quickly, or else be amenable to some sort of 
acceleration itself. Second, the number of low-order interface unknowns must be reasonably small 
(which of course eleminates the trivial example cited above). We note that numerical results obtained 
by Lawrence19 using his DPO method (only two angular unknowns per spatial unknown per cell 
interface) in two and three dimensions are encouraging: not only was the accelerated iteration count 
very low, but the red/black iterative scheme used to solve the low-order equations was reasonably 
efficient However, these results are from a limited set of test problems; further study is necessary 
before any BPA scheme can be declared generally useful in two or three dimensions. Therefore, we 
are analyzing the low-order iteration in XY geometry, and investigating the possibility of using 
multigrid methods to accelerate it. We are also studying the question of how many low-order interface 
unknowns are needed to produce a generally effective BPA scheme in XY geometry. 

APPENDIX: FOUR-STEP BPA PROCEDURE - THE GENERAL CASE 

In Section n a four-step BPA derivation was presented which was general with respect to 
geometry and mesh shape, and essentially general with respect to discretization scheme. However, it 
contained the assumption that the coarse-mesh boundary unknowns associated with each cell could be 
divided into two distinct sets: one set which depended only on the incoming angular flux and another 
which depended only on die outgoing angular flux. In this appendix we present the same derivation 
with that assumption removed. 

As before, we begin with the discretized transport equation written in first-flight response matrix 
form: 

b»Ma = V&xJ + TblWmJ+lr- + &,,,• (A. la) 

W + 1 / 2 = Rv'fc/ + R b ; W + 1 / 2 + Sw (A.lb) 

with 

Sftn/na = Z H ; ik M/2 , (A.2) 

renumbering matrix which extracts the incoming flux to cell j 
from the outgoing flux of the adjacent celly, 

sum over all cells y which are adjacent to cell i. 

H«-y 
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As before we will define a vector of coarse-mesh boundary unknowns, and projection matrices which 
take us back and forth between fine- and coarse-mesh function spaces, but here it is convenient to 
define them a bit differendy. First we note that 

H;<_/ Hlout/*112 = angular flux leaving celly and entering cell /, 
H/«_;\tkut/1"1'2 = angular flux leaving cell /and entering cell j . 

Then we define our coarse-inesh boundary flux iy on the surface between cells / and j as a projection 
of the above two quantities: 

j.M/2 = j.M/1 = P ^ f ^ J H ^ f c ^ W ] + P ( M _ i y ^ m M 3 W I / 2 I ' ( A ' 3 > 

where P«-y«-i = fine-to-coarse projection matrix for the surface between cells i 
and j ; gives contribution to coarse-mesh vector from the 
fine-mesh flux going from cell / to celly, 

Pc<_f,vy = fine-to-coarse projection matrix for the surface between cells / 
and./; gives contribution to coarse-mesh vector from the 
fine-mesh flux going from cell j to cell i. 

If we define the following shorthand notation, 

LP"jy«-i = °c<-y*-i "/<-> > 
\?K\i(-j = Pw-tM-y Hj,_/, 

then we can write eqn. (A.3) as follows: 

i / + I / 2 s i y + I / 2 = [PH],v,JlW + 1 / 2 + [PHli W l lU/* , f l . (A.4) 

Note that the coarse-mesh unknowns are no longer subject to the restriction imposed in Section n. 
As before, we define an incoming flux residual for each cell /: 

) W + 1 / 2 = W + , / 2 - 2 Pfc-ff kJ+lrZ . (A.5) 

where Pif_jj = coarse-to-fine "projection" matrix giving the coarse-mesh 
approximation to the fine-mesh angular flux entering cell < 
from cell/ 
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We are now ready to proceed with the four-step procedure. 
Step 1 — project onto coarse mesh. This simply involves making use of the above definitions 

and operating on the discretized transport equation (A.l). The result is: 

fc^lfl = V&J + T b'Dy^/*W + 2 p M t i l M f l ] + sv,,- (A.6a) 

[PH] ,wl |W + 1 / 2 = [PH]y<_/Rv'V 

+ [PHI M Rb , 'D!W* l f l + £ Pft-alaW 2! + [?«];_,&,,• (A.6b) 

where (A.6b) holds for ally such that cell; shares a surface with cell i. 
Step 2 — define acceleration equations. As before, this involves changing iteration indices to /+1 

on all terms except the incoming residual: 

Jfeo.7-1 = V f c W + l y U f e ^ M + X P , ^ £*'+!] + s,,; (A.7a) 

[ P H ] , V , W + 1 = IPH] /_Rv'4o, i*1 

+ [PH];<_,Rb''Csfres,I

J+1/2 + ? ? H i i w ] + [PHI^Sb,; (A.7b) 

Step 3 - subtract (accel. eqns.'- unaccel. eqns.). Subtracting eqns. (A.7) - (A.6) yields: . 

£>/+1 = VOJ*1 + S6j«l*i + TjZPh. t t l toM (A.8a) 

d ; W M = [PH]j_,lV(y+l + S W « ) + [PHI^Rb'Z P.wfcbj*'-1] (A.8b) 

where f^+i s fc^-i - bJ+M, 

d y^+i = [PH],W W - [ P H ] ; W W + 1 / 2 • 

= b-M 

Step 4 — put in form convenient for solution. We solve eqn. (A.8a) for f0)

J+1 and insert the result 
into eqn. (A.8b) to obtain: 
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d,_/+' = Mvy<_ ; 5fc/+W + M b ^ i Z P w i J h w . (A.9) 

where M v / W = [PH],W Rv' + [PH]j_;Rv< [I-T v ' ' ] _ 1 TV . 

M b ; W = [PH];<_,Rbi + [ P F ^ w R v ' I I - T v ' T 1 ^ . 

Next, we write an equation identical to (A.9) except that it is for the quantity d^/+l: 

£•«_/+! = MrtH/fifcn^"2 + MbiH ZPjHkhJk

M , (A.10) 

and add eqns. (A.9) and (A.10) to obtain, finally, 

+ MV 1-H &0/+1/2 + M ^ I . P ^ ^ U A . 1 1 ) 

Equation (A.l 1) can presumably be solved by iteration on the interface quanties hi/*1, after which 
eqn. (A.8a) can be invoked to give the scalar-flux corrections tJ*1. 
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